Visually meaningful patterns (visual patterns) are a set of predefined image blocks representing information the human visual system is very sensitive to. A colour image coding technique based on visual patterns is introduced. An image is divided into small blocks each of which is mapped to one of the visual patterns. Each block can then be represented by the pattern and by the colour information of that block. Colour quantisation and entropy coding are applied to achieve efficient coding. High compression ratios (35: 1 -70: 1) have been achieved while maintaining good image quality, comparable to that of state-of-the-art techniques such as PEG. In addition, the encoded images can be used in their compressed state in content based image retrieval systems based on colour and shape features.
INTRODUCTION
Visual patterns are image blocks representing visually meaningful information. In [I] visual patterns are used in a greyscale image compression technique (VPICvisual pattern image coding) which exploits the way the human visual system responds to different image features. A set of fourteen 4x4 pixel visual patterns were defined and are shown in Fig.1 , where + represents one intensity level and -another. The selection of this specific set follows from an observation of a typical viewing geometry together with the fact that we process visual information over specific frequency ranges, typically between 1 and 10 cycleddegree with a maximum response between 3 and 6 cycleddegree.
Assuming a 14 inch monitor having a 800x600 pixel resolution and a viewing distance of about 0.5 meters, the maximum response frequency ranges are 0.5 -1 cycles for a 4x4 pixel block. This means that there will only be one intensity change noticeable within such a block. Hence, all the patterns in Fig.1 have only one edge; the orientations of these edges (vertical, horizontal, plus and minus 45") are also those the human visual system is most sensitive to. The image coding technique introduced first divides an image into 4x4 blocks. Following visual continuity (smoothness) and discontinuity (variations) constraints each block is then to be coded as either a uniform block, a block with the same intensity for all pixels, or as a pattern (edge) block. While for uniform blocks only the intensity has + E-mail: gerald@colour,derby,ac.uk. g.qiu@derby.ac.uk to be recorded, edge blocks are mapped to the closest visual pattern out of the universally predefined set in Fig.1 . An index to this pattern together with the mean intensity and information on the intensity change across the edge is stored. VPIC provides an efficient coding technique and achieves compression ratios of about 15: 1 while maintaining good image quality.
In this paper we extend the VPIC concept to colour images. The image is also divided into blocks corresponding to the size of the visual patterns and mapped to either uniform or edge blocks. The colour information (one colour for a uniform, two for an edge block) together with the pattern index represent the encoded image. Experimental results show good image quality and high compression rates. Furthermore, the compressed images can be directly used in a content based image retrieval system as both information on the colour distribution and the shape of the image is readily available in the compressed domain.
?he rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the new coding technique for colour images, Section 3 comprises the experimental results obtained.
Section 4 describes the application to content based image retrieval while Section 5 concludes the paper.
CODING TECHNIQUE
The image is firstly converted into the CIEL*a*b* [2] system which provides a better representation for image processing and coding tasks than does RGB [3] and which also corresponds closer to human perception. For the initial transformation to nistimulus values the RGB values are assumed to be sRGB [41 values and hence converted according to the sRGB standard. This ensures that the transformation is correct for the average system, especially those already corresponding to the standard.
The image is then divided into 4x4 pixel blocks. In addition to the fourteen patterns of Fig. I we have found that by defining eight more patterns (shown in Fig.2) we can improve the quality of the compressed images, as this overcomes the problem of slightly jagged edges that arise when only the original patterns are used.
Determining which visual pattern represents each block most accurately then follows. In [ 1 j a method based on the gradient within the block was used. Clearly, this cannot be diectly extended to colour images because, even though the majority of edges of an image also appear in the intensity subimage, this is not true for all of them. In addition, applying the gradient technique from [ 1 j to the L* channel of the image also introduces some false artefacts. Thus the full colour information needs to be exploited which is done in the variance based algorithm presented in the following.
For each of the visual patterns the mean L*a*b* values p+ and p for the regions marked by + andrespectively (ie. the mean values for the regions on each side of the pattern) are calculated according to (1) where pi and p, represent the pixel vectors in L*a*b* colour space.
The colour difference of each actual pixel and the corresponding mean value is obtained and averaged over the block according to (2) The visual pattern leading to the lowest E value (given in CIEL*a*h* hE units) is then chosen.
In order to allow for the encoding of uniform blocks we also determine the average colour difference to the mean colour of the block according to (3)
A block shall be coded as uniform if either its variations in colour are very low, or if the resulting image quality will not suffer severely if it is coded as a uniform rather than as an edge block. To meet this requirement two thresholds are defined and its values determined experimentally. The first threshold describes the upper bound for variations within a block, ie. the average colour difference to the mean colour of the block. Every block with a variance below this value will be encoded as uniform. The second threshold is related to the difference between the average colour variation within a block and the average colour difference that would result if the block were coded as a pattern block (ie. the lowest variance possible for an edge block) which is calculated by (4) . A further improvement in the compression performance can be achieved if we consider that the colour distribution in natural images is non-uniform, ie. some colours appear more often than others. In addition this distribution is also non-uniform over the spatial domain of the image, meaning that in some parts of an image certain colours appear more frequently. Furthermore the same is true for the distribution of the pattern information obtained; there are usually much more uniform blocks than edge blocks and most of these uniform blocks are clustered in certain image areas. Exploiting these redundancies, a further compression stage is applied, namely an adaptive order-l arithmetic coding scheme 161, on both the pattern and the colour information.
Due to both the division of the image into blocks and the quantisation step, visible blocking effects arise in the decoded images. A simple post-decode smoothing step was found that removes these effects. It exploits that fact that due to the coding technique it is exactly known where there are edges in the image. A 3x1 averaging filter is applied to those pixels which are not part of an edge, ensuring that the edges don't get blurred. It should be noted that this post-processing improves the image quality significantly while being computationally very efficient and thus stdl maintains the (lookup table based) decoding process's suitability for real time puqwses.
EXPER~~MENTAL RF,SULTS'
Extensive experiments using the technique described above were performed on a number of natural images. Ihe compression ratios achieved range between 35:l and 7 0 1, depending on the characteristics of the image.
At these high compression ratios the image quality still proves to be very good. Local features are well approximated by edge patterns while smooth regions are accurately encoded as uniform blocks. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show some results of the d i n g technique. On the lefi-band side you can see the original images Peppers and Musicians respectively while the right-hand side shows the results of our coding technique after applying the post-processing technique described above. Peppers was coded as 13410 uniform and 2974 edge, Musicians as 13841 uniform and 5480 edge blocks; the compression ratios are 44.41 and 364.1.
As can be verified from these images, the image quality achieved is very good, in fact, as both subjective and objective measurements have shown it is comparable to state-of-the-art compression techniques such as P E G 171. To demonstrate this we have computed a visually meaningful image quality measure, the S-CIELAB [8] colour differences (under the viewing geometry specified above) of the visual pattern compressed images and the originals and those of JPEG coded images compressed to about the same compression ratio as the one achieved by our technique for a few images. The results of this are listed in Table 1 . It can be seen that both techniques perform similarly. Noticeable are the results obtained for the image Splash where the proposed technique is far better than P E G implying that the higher the compression ratio the more superior the visual pattern based algorithm, while for lower compression rates P E G performs slightly better.
VISUAL PATTERNS CODING FOR CONTENT BASED h G E RETRIEVAL
Content based image retrieval systems provide the ability of querying a large database by pictorial rather than by textual information. Usually an image is provided by the user and the system retrieves those images which match the input closest. Starting with Swain's colour indexing algorithm [9] In addition to the colour information, information on the shape is also stored in the visual pattern coded image as indexes to the edge patterns. In Fig. 5 
SUMMARY
A novel image coding technique based on the mapping of image blocks to predefined, visually meaningful representations (visual patterns) was introduced. High compression rates (351 -701) together with good image quality was achieved, the results were shown to be comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms such as PEG.
The application for content based image retrieval based on this compression algorithm which allows image indexing in the compressed domain is briefly described. Our current research involves evaluating the indexing efficiency and retrieval accuracy of the method on a large colour image database. 
